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Abstract: Resources related to remote-sensing data, computing, and models are scattered globally.
The use of remote-sensing images for disaster-monitoring applications is data-intensive and involves
complex algorithms. These characteristics make the timely and rapid processing of disaster-monitoring
applications challenging and inefficient. Cloud computing provides a dynamically scalable resource
over the Internet. The rapid development of cloud computing has led to an increase in the
computational performance of data-intensive computing, providing powerful throughput by
distributing computation across many distributed computers. However, the use of current cloud
computing models in scientific applications using remote-sensing image data has been limited to
a single image-processing algorithm rather than a well-established model and method. This poses
problems for the development of complex disaster-monitoring applications on cloud platform
architectures. For example, distributed computing strategies and remote-sensing image-processing
algorithms are highly coupled and not reusable. The aims of this paper are to identify computational
characteristics of various disaster-monitoring algorithms and classify them according to different
computational characteristics; explore a reusable processing model based on the MapReduce
programming model for disaster-monitoring applications; and then establish a programming model
for each type of algorithm. This approach provides a simpler programming method for programmers
to implement disaster-monitoring applications. Finally, some examples are given to explain the
proposed method and test its performance.
Keywords: programming model; disaster monitoring; computational characteristics; remote-sensing data

1. Introduction
In the field of Earth sciences, the rapid development of modern remote-sensing technology has
led to a continuous improvement in the ability of satellites and sensors to acquire data, and the amount
of acquired remote-sensing image data has steadily increased [1,2]. However, in the face of different
surface information diversity and global needs, multi-dimensional remote-sensing applications [3–5] are
complex. In particular, many applications, such as earthquakes [6], flood monitoring [7], and monitoring
of other disasters [8–10], require real-time or near real-time processing capabilities. Therefore, effective
processing of disaster-monitoring applications put forward requirements for increased computing
power. For decades, high-performance data-intensive computing methods for cluster computing,
distributed computing, and data centers [11–14] have been widely used in disaster-monitoring
applications. However, as the size of computers increases, the maintenance of cluster systems has
become difficult and costly [15].
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Subsequently, a new model of computing—cloud computing—has been developed. Cloud computing
is a service related to information technology, software, and the Internet. Cloud computing brings
together many computing resources and implements automated management through software.
The advantages of cloud computing are high flexibility, scalability, and high performance. The present
time can be considered to be the Internet era; as part of this, cloud computing, based on the Internet as
its computing platform, enhances the application of large-scale disaster monitoring.
As a result of this development, an increasing amount of research has been conducted on cloud
computing-based remote-sensing image processing and application systems. These studies [16–18]
show that the cloud computing architecture provides an excellent solution for improving the speed of
remote-sensing image processing and network sharing of remote-sensing data using its inherent data
parallel technology. However, determining a means of fully using the distributed parallel organization
of the cloud computing architecture remains a challenge, and it is difficult to implement cloud
computing for remote-sensing processing. This limits the development and widespread application of
cloud computing in disaster-monitoring applications. In addition, algorithms for disaster monitoring
are highly coupled to distributed parallel strategies for cloud computing. In this case, the parallel
strategy and code of the cloud computing algorithm for disaster-monitoring applications is usually
not reusable. As a result, a key question in disaster-monitoring applications relates to the choice of
programming model so that the algorithm is described clearly, more convenient to develop, and more
efficient to operate. Regarding the above issues, this paper attempts to explore general programming
models of cloud computing for disaster-monitoring applications. The proposed models will provide
a simple and effective way to implement and write code for disaster-monitoring applications in
cloud architectures.
With the aim of processing disaster-monitoring applications based on a variety of scientific
models, this study developed a general cloud computing model. First, this study analyzed the
characteristics of current disaster-monitoring algorithms, and then classified these algorithms based on
their computational features. Various disaster-monitoring models were then analyzed, and multiple
sets of computing models for various scientific models were designed. In this paper, the cloud
computing description of the disaster-monitoring application model is provided. Based on the mature
programming model MapReduce, a cloud computing model suitable for distributed processing of
disaster-monitoring models was studied. This computing mode provides a high level of abstraction.
Scientists in disaster-monitoring applications only need to be concerned with model processing and the
algorithm itself, without having to worry about the complex architecture of cloud computing and the
details of distributed parallel implementation. This paper presents a corresponding cloud computing
model of disaster monitoring using distributed pre-implementation. In addition, we attempted to
analyze and solve the above problems, and constructed a prototype system that was tested using three
applications as case studies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3
presents the design and the implementation of our distributed computing models for disaster-monitoring
applications on cloud computing architectures. Section 4 validates our work with experiments and
provides a discussion of performance. Finally, conclusions and discussions of future work are presented
in Section 5.
2. Related Work
Remote sensing is widely used in meteorology, land, ocean, agriculture, geology, and military
fields. Remote-sensing monitoring is a technology that monitors and identifies environmental
quality conditions by collecting electromagnetic wave information from the environment, such as via
aviation or satellite. It can quickly and comprehensively acquire large-area synchronous and dynamic
environmental information. Therefore, it is being used widely. Using remote-sensing technology,
people effectively and dynamically acquire disaster information in large-scale disaster-stricken areas in
real time. With the development of remote-sensing sensors, data obtained by different sensors can be
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used to calculate various parameters or indicators that directly or indirectly reflect disaster conditions.
Numerous means exist of building disaster-monitoring models.
Disaster-monitoring models are based on remote-sensing data as a data source, with a variety of
auxiliary data as the driving data. The complex diversity of disaster-monitoring models is reflected in
three aspects: data source, the model’s function, and implementation algorithm. There are three main
reasons for this complex diversity: (1) Currently, due to the rapid development of Earth observation
technology, geoscience data acquisition methods are characterized by multi-sensor, multi-spatial
resolution, multi-time resolution, and multi-temporal features. The data source types of the model
are diverse, and different disaster-monitoring models often have different data requirements. For the
collaborative processing of geoscience data from multiple sources and with different types, a new
processing model is required for implementation. (2) Ground object information contains characteristics
relating to time, space, spectrum, and geoscience parameters, and the disaster-monitoring model often
treats these features in a targeted manner. (3) When targeting different levels and disciplines of users,
the same type of disaster-monitoring model is implemented using different algorithms. Although the
functions are similar, the algorithms are different.
Macroscopically, disaster-monitoring models are often not isolated but aggregate multiple
processing services to accomplish a task. Although the disaster-monitoring model has certain flexibility
in aggregation, it nonetheless operated under certain rules. A disaster-monitoring model often follows
several steps: data acquisition, preprocessing, information extraction, application analysis, and data
product visualization. Partial and overall relationships and conditional dependencies between services
exist in each step.
2.1. Computing Technology of Remote-Sensing Scientific Processing
Remote-sensing scientific processing is a discipline in geoscience computing, and its development
has undergone a similar process to that of geoscience computing. Geoscience computing is seen
as an application of computational science to solve various types of problems in geography and
geosciences [15]. Geoscience computing technology has produced new technologies and research with
the development of computational science.
At present, geoscience computing is usually a complex scientific computing issue. The objects
processed are often large-scale Earth observation data, and the calculation process involves a large
and complex calculation model. Massive amounts of Earth observation data and complex model
calculations make disaster-monitoring model calculations both computationally and data-intensive.
Therefore, the application of high-performance geoscience computing is divided into three categories:
computing intensive, data-intensive, and network intensive [19].
There are usually three situations in geoscientific computing applications. One is to build a
complete data repository for stored multi-year Earth observation data, thereby using this long-term
sequence database to study the application of changes in the state of the Earth system. The second
is to study environmental monitoring on a global scale. This process requires analysis based on a
large amount of data, both of which have requirements for the peak speed of calculation and the
scale of problem solving. The third is disaster mitigation applications that deal with large-scale bursts
of massive data, and require fast processing in real time or near real time. This process requires
high computational efficiency. In summary, the computing problem has become the main bottleneck
restricting the application of geoscience computing.
Internet and network technologies are constantly evolving, and this greatly facilitates the
effective management, sharing, and calculation of model resources for remote-sensing applications.
The emergence of new computing technologies has helped solve many of the problems in geography
and Earth science, for example, Earth system simulation, global change monitoring, and disaster
prediction. The simulation implementation of these phenomena relies on new computing techniques
to be truly realized.
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Distributed computing has been widely used for the processing of remote-sensing data, using a
variety of distributed computing platforms such as clusters [20,21], grids [22,23] and clouds [24–26].
Distributed computing makes full use of idle distributed computing resources to provide online
services in a unified manner. Grid and cluster computing are mainly focused on intensive resource
sharing and applications. Cloud computing, the latest geoscience computing method, has evolved
from parallel computing, distributed computing, and grid computing.
Cloud computing is characterized by transparency, openness, scalability, and adaptability,
providing the possibility to dynamically share and integrate various disaster-monitoring models.
These Web service architectures facilitate the efficient sharing, reuse, and integration of distributed
model resources.
Extensive efforts have been applied to model services and remote-sensing data processing methods.
These distributed computing methods improve the computational efficiency of disaster-monitoring
models. However, most of the current computational studies have been developed for a specific
algorithm, and no reusable computing model exists.
2.2. Cloud Computing for Remote-Sensing Data Analysis
The object of cloud computing is computing on a distributed cluster and providing the results to
the client under time requirements. The advantages of cloud computing are support for distributed
computing and distributed storage, as well as support for heterogeneity and ease of programming.
With the emergence and development of cloud computing technology, an increasing number of scientists
are using cloud computing to process and analyze large-scale remote-sensing images and geoscience data, and
have proposed many ideas relating to geoscience data processing using cloud architecture. Numerous studies
of analysis and processing have been conducted. Most research experiments have used Microsoft Azure,
Amazon’s EC2, open source platforms such as Hadoop and Openstack, or other mature cloud platforms.
These platforms provide cloud services to support spatial information modeling, providing the interface
of SaaS (software-as-a-Service), PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service), or IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service) to
climate researchers who may be unfamiliar with the underlying architecture.
The purpose of cloud computing is to serve the user more easily. Its programming model is also
simplified to ensure that the execution and scheduling of complex parallel tasks in the background are
transparent to users and programmers. Users can easily write programs to achieve their application
goals, thus making it easier to take advantage of cloud computing services using the programming
model of cloud computing.
The MapReduce programming model designed by Google is a very popular cloud computing
model due to its simple programming requirements. Several mature cloud platforms, such as Hadoop
and Microsoft Azure, are currently based on the MapReduce programming framework. As a result,
distributed data research in many disciplines commonly uses MapReduce [27–29]. Data locality is a
key factor in task scheduling performance in MapReduce, and has been addressed in the literature
by increasing the number of local processing tasks [30]. All internal processes are transparent for
developers, enabling ease of programming. The message passing interface (MPI) is also commonly
used in parallel computing. For MPI, the data needs to be passed on as a message for computation; in
MapReduce, the calculation function is moved to the data to minimize, if not eliminate, data movement
issues. Recent studies have proposed a novel partitioner [31], a simultaneous scheduling of Map and
Reduce tasks [32], and a distributed heuristic scheduling algorithm [33] to improve data locality and
increase the performance of MapReduce applications.
The large amount of remote-sensing data received from satellites poses a substantial challenge for
remote-sensing application scientists to effectively manage and analyze big data. To perform query
analysis on remote-sensing data, scientists first decrypt the standard format of the original satellite
data and localize the distributed preprocessing steps on the equal split of datasets in Hadoop [17,34].
They then use cloud computing technology to efficiently query the data. F. Hu et al. proposed
ClimateSpark, a distributed computing framework in memory, which uses a block data structure
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to efficiently query different spatiotemporal data [16]. Z. Li et al. used Hive to query terabytes of
climate data, in which query was processed as a MapReduce task, which showed good flexibility and
performance [35]. To perform additional high-performance query analysis, scientists have researched
and devised methods based on spatial coding, such as Hibert curves, to index image data and use it to
divide large spatial data in Hadoop with the aim of improving query performance [36,37].
Remote-sensing images are increasingly used in the development of Earth observation satellites
to investigate human activities, monitor environmental changes, and update existing geospatial
data. The complex performance of remote-sensing observation, analysis, and application algorithms
allows the effective investigation of global issues such as climate change, natural disasters, and
other environmental issues. However, algorithms require high-performance computing systems
for implementation. Scientists have used cloud computing technology for remote-sensing and GIS
applications to quickly respond to events, such as marine leak detection and localization [24], real-time
feature extraction and detection of rivers, roads, and major highways [38], large-scale underwater
image segmentation [39], image denoising processing [40], and accurate clustering of remote-sensing
images [41].
The implementation of cloud computing programming for remote-sensing image processing based
on cloud computing architecture is closely related to the distributed storage of data. To achieve optimal
throughput, it is recommended to combine the knowledge of cloud computing architecture with
the characteristics of remote-sensing image algorithms to carefully design and optimize distributed
parallel processes. However, the optimization of cloud computing programs is difficult for developers
in the field of remote sensing. The existing cloud computing parallel processing system satisfies the
application requirements of most current cloud computing-based remote-sensing image-processing
algorithms. However, the following issues should be addressed. First, there are various data formats
and multi-source heterogeneity in remote-sensing image data. This issue has been addressed in
previous studies [34]. Secondly, cloud computing programming for remote-sensing images is tightly
coupled with image-processing algorithms, and often can only be used for a specific algorithm,
i.e., parallel strategies are not reusable. Therefore, there is a need to develop a new parallel processing
model and environment for remote-sensing image processing.
3. Cloud Computing Model for Disaster Monitoring
In the current section, we classify disaster-monitoring algorithms based on computational characteristics.
Based on the classification of the model summarized in the previous section, we study the distributed
computing model for disaster monitoring. This paper provides programming support for easy
parallelization of the disaster-monitoring algorithms with remote-sensing images. Accordingly,
the difficulty of algorithm development can be reduced, and the software development cycle shortened.
3.1. Computational Characteristics and Classification of Disaster-Monitoring Models
According to the classification of the disaster-monitoring models mentioned in the previous section,
this section provides a detailed analysis and description of computational features for each type
of algorithm.
(1)

Numerical Calculation

This type of task is the simplest. Typical examples are contrast changes, gradation transformations,
and vegetation index calculations. The computing model of this task is expressed as: F(x, y) = G[f(x, y)],
where x and y represent the spatial position of the pixel, i.e., the row and column number, and f(x, y)
represents the input data. For disaster-monitoring applications, the numerical calculation model could
be the enhancement of the gray value of a pixel, in which f(x, y) represents the value of the pixel.
It may also be a fusion of multi-source images, i.e., multi-phase or multi-channel data calculation,
in which f(x, y) represents the multiple values of the multi-source images at this position. G represents
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the mathematical equation for numerical calculation. F represents the calculated result value with the
same spatial position as input f.
This type of calculation can be distributed in parallel at the pixel level. In this task, the input data
is the pixel value of an image, and the output data is the result of the processing calculation at that
point. The spatial positions of the input and output do not change.
(2)

Iterative Calculation

The iterative method is a typical method in numerical calculation. It is used to solve the roots of the
equations, solve the equations, find the eigenvalues of the matrix, and so on. The iterative calculation
is usually divided into three steps. The first is to determine the iterative variant and constants. In the
iterative process, the constants are invariable from the beginning to the end. Furthermore, values that
change continuously and are recursively derived from the old values are called iteration variables.
Then, the calculation is performed according to an iterative relational representation, which is an
equation that introduces a new value based on the old value of the variable. Finally, after each
calculation, a condition is needed to determine whether to end the iteration.
For this kind of task, this paper defines the computing model as: F (i + 1) = G [F(i), C], where C
is an iterative constant and F(i) is the result of the i-th iteration. F(i + 1) represents the result of the
(i + 1)-th iteration, and G represents the iterative relation. It shows that the new value of the iteration
variable is determined by the old value and the constant. Since the iterative computation is a special
numerical calculation, the iterative computationally distributed parallelism is also at the pixel level.
(3)

Statistical Analysis

This type of task consists of counting the data characteristics of each band or each type of spectrum,
and deriving the multivariate statistics between each band or each time series. The results obtained
from statistical analysis can be used for image classification and change monitoring. In addition,
statistical analysis of global feature information after feature extraction is also a widely used method.
Therefore, the calculation model of this task is expressed as: F(i) = G[s(x, y)], where x and y represent
the spatial position of the pixel, and s(x, y) represents the region to be counted. G represents the
function of statistical analysis. F(i) represents the statistical value of the output.
This type of calculation can be distributed in parallel between each area to be statistically
determined. It is also possible to partition the areas to be statistically counted; each block is first
statistically analyzed separately and then the overall statistics are derived. In this task, the input data
is the pixel value of an area image, and the output data is a statistical analysis result corresponding to
this area. The statistical results often do not have spatial characteristics.
(4)

Neighborhood Operation

This kind of task is a kind of computation with outstanding spatial correlation. Each pixel
in the output image is determined not only by the corresponding input pixels, but also by other
pixels in the neighborhood window of the input pixel. In computer vision and image processing, a
neighborhood operation is a commonly used class of computations on image data. The neighborhood
is usually a regular shape that is much smaller than the image size. Some of the more typical
neighborhood calculations are convolution and filtering. The calculation model of this task is expressed
as: F(x, y) = G[s(x, y)], where x and y represent the spatial location of the pixel and s(x, y) represents
a neighborhood or region of the image data around the input point (x, y). G is organized as a function
of spatial (and possibly temporal) variables in (x, y). F(x, y) represents the output data.
The result of applying a neighborhood operation on image data is another image with the same
dimension as the original data. In general, the neighborhood s(x, y) has a fixed size, and is a square
(or a cube, depending on the dimensionality of the image data) centered on the point (x, y) [42].
In the simplest case, the neighborhood s(x, y) may be only a single point. This type of operation is
often referred to as a pixel-level operation, which is produced by the above-mentioned three types
of calculations.
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This type of calculation is only performed using distributed parallelism between each neighborhood
window. In this task, each pixel in the output image is related to the data in the neighborhood window
at that pixel location in the input image.
(5)

Frequency Domain Operation

The frequency domain refers to the analysis of mathematical functions or signals with respect
to frequency, rather than time [40]. A given function or signal can be transformed between the time
domain and the frequency domain by transform. It is more conducive to finding relevant information
from seemingly complex data. After analyzing this information, detailed features in the image can
be extracted. The frequency domain calculation is usually divided into three steps. First, a time
domain function f(t) is transformed into the frequency domain function F(s), denoted F(s) = G[f(t)].
The frequency domain data is processed by the filter or the time-frequency window function. It is
expressed as W(s) and finally converted into time domain data f(t) = G−1 [F(s)].
Image analysis usually uses Laplace transform, Z-transform, Wavelet transform, and Fourier
transform to filter the frequency domain. These transforms can be interpreted as capturing a form
of frequency, and hence the transform domain is referred to as a frequency domain. This type of
calculation is only performed for distributed parallelism between each neighborhood window.
3.2. Application of MapReduce for Disaster-Monitoring Model
The MapReduce programming model designed by Google provides a simple and easy-to-use
computing model for users, which facilitates collaborative computing of services. It is a linear scalable
programming model for large-scale data processing and simplified distributed computing. It handles
complex cluster processing problems such as reliability, scalability, and availability. All internal
processing processes are transparent to developers, thus realizing parallel programmability. Therefore,
developers do not need to pay attention to the underlying details of the system, and only need to focus
on the application itself, which is more convenient for parallel processing of massive amounts of data.
This computing model greatly simplifies the parallel processing of mass data on distributed cluster.
The MapReduce distributed computing framework is based on parallel processing of data
partitioning and task decomposition, which makes it easier to process large-scale data sets in parallel
in a distributed cluster. The idea of MapReduce is to decompose the tasks to be executed. The Map
operation acts on each element in the independent element group as required. This operation is
independent, and then a new element group is saved to store the intermediate result just generated.
Because the sets of elements are independent, the mapping operations are essentially highly parallel.
The Reduce operation properly merges elements within an element group. Although it is possible that
the parallelism of the protocol operation is not as strong as that of the mapping operation, large-scale
operations may still be relatively independent. Due to the weak parallelism of the Reduce operation,
the master node schedules the Reduce operations on the same node as much as possible, or on the node
closest to the operational data. This is a coarse-grained and strong data parallel in Map operations,
and is very useful for applications with high-performance parallelism requirements.
For the different classifications of disaster-monitoring models presented in the previous section,
in the following we present their cloud computing models.
(1)

Numerical Calculation

This algorithm is mainly for processing in the disaster-monitoring model with pure numerical
calculation and no spatial information processing and transformation. In Section 4.1, F(x, y) = G[f(x, y)]
is used to represent the calculation model of numerical calculation. According to its characteristic
analysis, numerical calculation does not need to be statistically calculated under normal circumstances.
It is not necessary to have Reduce. Each block of data is processed independently.
Using the MapReduce model, for specific disaster-monitoring model applications, the specific
cloud computing model is as Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: The cloud computing model for Numerical Calculation
Input: the serialized remote sensing data.
Output: Intermediate results for the next job input.
1: function Mapper(key1, value1)
2: deserialize values1 into metadata and f(x, y);
3: for all item∈f(x, y) do
4:
F(x,y) = G[item];
5: end for
6: key2 = key1; value2 = serialize(metadata, F(x,y));
7: output(key2, value2);
8: end function

(2)

Iterative Calculation

This is mainly used for iterative calculations of equations, matrix eigenvalues, etc. F(i + 1) =
G[F(i), C] is a computing model of iterative calculation. According to the analysis of the characteristics
of the iterative calculation, the iterative computational processing is performed on the MapReduce
operation until the condition is met.
For specific disaster-monitoring model applications, the specific cloud computing model is as
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: The cloud computing model for Iterative Calculation
Input: the serialized remote sensing data.
Output: Intermediate results for the next job input.
1: function Mapper(key1, value1)
2: deserialize values1 into metadata and pixels;
3: for all item∈pixels do
4:
F(i+1) = G[F(i), C];
5: end for
6: key2 = f(key1);value2 = serialize(metadata, F(i+1));
7: output(key2, value2);
8: end function
9: function Reducer(key3, value3)
10: deserialize values3 into metadata and F(i);
11: for all item∈F(i) do
12:
// aggregation algorithm;
13:
F(i+1) = R[F(i+1)];
14: end for
15: key4 = key3; value4 = serialize(metadata, F(i+1));
16: output(key4, value4);
17: end function
18: function IterativeCalculation ()
19: while(true)
20: {
21:
Mapper();
22:
Reducer();
23:
if F(i+1) meets condition then break;
24:
end if
25: }
26: end function
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Statistical Analysis

Used mainly for the statistical information application of remote-sensing parameters,
F(i) = G[s(x, y)] is used to represent the computing model of statistical analysis. According to
its characteristic analysis, statistical analysis is performed in the Reduce operation. If necessary,
a statistical analysis can be performed internally on each data block in the Map, and then statistical
analysis between the data blocks is performed in the Reduce operation.
Based on MapReduce, the cloud computing model for such disaster-monitoring model applications
is expressed as Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: The cloud computing model for Statistical Analysis
Input: the serialized remote sensing data.
Output: Intermediate results for the next job input.
1: function Mapper(key1, value1)
2: deserialize values1 into metadata and s(x, y);
3: for all item∈s(x, y) do
4:
F(i) = G[item];
5: end for
7: key2 = f(key1); value2 = serialize(metadata, F(i));
8: output(key2, value2);
9: end function
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

(4)

function Reducer(key3, value3)
deserialize values3 into metadata and F(i);
for all item∈F(i) do
// aggregation algorithm;
F(j) = G[item];
end for
key4 = key3; value4 = serialize(metadata, F(j));
output(key4,value4);
end function

Neighborhood Operation

This algorithm is used mainly for neighborhood calculations where the data has spatial dependence.
The processing of each point in the image needs to depend on all the data in the surrounding
neighborhood window, and the spatial information needs to be adjusted accordingly after processing.
The computing model of neighborhood calculation is represented by F(x, y) = G[s(x, y)].
According to the analysis of the characteristics of the neighborhood calculation, in the Map
operation the neighborhood operation is first performed internally for each data block. If it is still
necessary to continue processing between the data blocks, i.e., after the internal processing of the data
block, it is necessary to perform global information processing, which needs to be done in the Reduce
operation; otherwise, Reduce processing is not required.
MapReduce’s cloud computing model for this type of disaster-monitoring model is expressed as
Algorithm 4.
(5)

Frequency Domain Operation

This type of algorithm is mainly used for algorithms that perform frequency domain analysis or
processing on images. The whole calculation process is divided into three steps. First, the time domain
data is transformed into the frequency domain data as F(s) = G[f(t)], and then the frequency domain
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data is processed by the filter or the time-frequency window function W(s), and finally it is inversely
transformed into time domain data as f(t) = G−1 [F(s)].
Algorithm 4: The cloud computing model for Neighborhood Operation
Input: the serialized remote sensing data.
Output: Intermediate results for the next job input.
1: function Mapper(key1, value1)
2: deserialize values1 into metadata and s(x,y);
3: for all item∈s(x,y) do
4:
F(x,y) = G[item];
5: end for
6: recalculation(metadata)→newMetas;
7: key2 = f(key1); value2 = serialize(newMetas, F(i));
8: output(key2, value2);
9: end function
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

//Optional
function Reducer(key3, value3)
//Similarly, use the Reducer to do an aggregation processing
deserialize values3 into metadata and pixels;
for all item∈pixels do
//aggregation algorithm;
F(i) = G[item];
end for
recalculation(metadata)→newMetas;
key4 = f(key3); value4 = serialize(newMetas, newPixels);
output(key4, value4);
end function

According to the analysis of its characteristics, since the frequency domain calculation is usually
for a whole image, each image data needs to be input as one data block and transferred in parallel
between the image data.
MapReduce’s cloud computing model for this type of disaster-monitoring model is expressed as
Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: The cloud computing model for Frequency Domain Operation
Input: the serialized remote sensing data.
Output: Intermediate results for the next job input.
1: function Mapper(key1, value1)
2: deserialize values1 into metadata and f(t);
3: for all item∈f(t) do
4:
F(s) = G[item];
5:
W(s);
6:
f(t) = G−1 [F(s)];
7: end for
8: key2 = key1; value2 = serialize(metadata, f(t));
9: output(key2, value2);
10: end function
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4. Experiments and Performance Evaluation
4.1. Description of Computing Models for Use Cases in Cloud Environments
Generally, disaster-monitoring processing with remote-sensing data process starts with data
acquisition, passes through remote-sensing image preprocessing, information extraction, and global
monitoring applications, and ends with product visualization [34]. The remote-sensing data processing
model based on MapReduce can appear complicated, but this complexity is usually because there are
many MapReduce jobs, not the complexity of the individual Map or Reduce operations themselves.
In other words, in practice we are willing to add more jobs, which does not increase the complexity of
the job. These operations are performed as MapReduce jobs by the operation engine working in the
Hadoop environment. Therefore, by designing a simpler Map and Reducing functions, the job would
be easier to maintain and decompose.
In the process of transforming remote-sensing data into information, many processing modules
are reused. According to the requirements of the disaster-monitoring application, data processing
can be combined by multiple processing modules, which provides the possibility for rapid social
customization of disaster-monitoring applications.
To write an effective distributed parallel program for remote-sensing image-processing algorithms,
several necessary steps should be followed: determine the algorithm type; analyze which algorithms
can use distributed computing with Map jobs and which need aggregation jobs using Reduce jobs;
determine the key/value pairs mapping of the input and output; and finally generate the corresponding
distributed computing model.
Taking a vegetation drought monitoring model as an example, when writing its MapReduce code,
we first determine that it can consist of several steps. Vegetable drought monitoring could be performed
by first extracting band data of the image, computing the index, detecting drought conditions, and
finally clustering the segments. Analyzing the computational characteristics of these algorithms (see
Figure 1), we can see that Map functions carry out distributed index calculations and detect drought
conditions, and Reduce functions merge the distributed data and provide visualization. For example,
when writing cloud computing code for calculating anomaly water index (AWI) values, the appropriate
cloud computing template for calculation is first selected. As shown in Figure 1, AWI calculations
are characterized by purely numerical calculations. The calculation of each pixel does not depend on
pixels in other spectral bands, so we choose the “numerical calculation” computing model here for
processing and determining the key/value pairs of the algorithm as shown in Algorithm 6. Therefore,
the key to MapReduce computing in parallel lies in how the algorithm is mapped to simple Map and
Reduce phases. Finally, the distributed parallel program is compiled and run.
Algorithm 6: The cloud computing model for anomaly water index (AWI)
Input: the serialized remote sensing data.
Output: Intermediate results for the next job input.
/* key1 = Filename; value1 = NDWI(x,y) */
1: function Mapper(key1, value1)
2: deserialize values1 into metadata and f(x, y);
3: for all item∈f(x, y) do
4:
AWI(x,y) = NDWI(x,y) – AvgNDWI(x,y);
5: end for
6: key2 = key1; value2 = serialize(metadata, AWI(x,y));
7: output(key2, value2);
8: end function
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Figure 1. Flow chart of vegetation drought monitoring model.

In this section, based on the method proposed in this paper, five typical disaster-monitoring
models—aerosol optical thickness inversion (AOT) model, dust storm monitoring model, and
vegetation drought monitoring model, Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
flood-monitoring model and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) flood-monitoring model—are implemented
in this paper as use cases, as shown in Table 1. The algorithms involved in these five disaster-monitoring
models are also shown in Table 1. These represent the five types of computing model, which are simple
arithmetic, iterative equation, and multi-step complex calculations. Table 2 shows the computational
types corresponding to these algorithms.
Table 1. Definition, algorithms, and features of five typical disaster-monitoring models mentioned in
this paper.
Model Description

Algorithm Involved

Computational
Complexity

Vegetation drought monitoring model

It was established based
on the anomaly water
index (AWI model) [43].

Band data extraction
NDWI
AWI
AvgNDWI
Mosaic
Colorization
Visualization
Format conversion

Simple, O(n)

MODIS flood-monitoring model

Water information
extracted from optical
images of MODIS data
using NDVI (normalized
difference vegetation
index) [44].

Mosaic
Image segmentation
Geometric correction
Calibration correction
NDVI
Colorization
Visualization
Format conversion

Simple, O(n)

Typical Disaster-Monitoring Models
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Table 1. Cont.
Typical Disaster-Monitoring Models

Model Description

Algorithm Involved

Computational
Complexity

SAR Flood monitoring model

A neural network
method for synthetic
aperture radar (SAR)
image segmentation and
classification has been
developed [45] to study
flood extent extraction.

Mosaic
Image segmentation
Geometric correction
Calibration correction
Neural network
classification
Colorization
Visualization
Format conversion

Moderately
complex, O(n2 )

It implemented the
collaborative inversion
by using SYNTAM [46]
algorithm.

Geometric correction
Calibration correction
Mosaic
Colorization
Visualization
Image segmentation
AOT

Complex, O(rn2 ),
r is the number of
iterations

Extract dust information
and the results will be
used as mask for dust
classify with brightness
temperature differences.

Geometric correction
Calibration correction
Dust extract
Bright temperature
Dust intensity
Dust classify
Mosaic
Colorization
Visualization

Moderately
complex, O(n2 )

Aerosol optical thickness (AOT)
inversion model

Dust storm monitoring model

Table 2. The computational types of the algorithms included in the five typical disaster-monitoring models.
Number

Algorithm Type

Algorithm Name

1

Numerical calculation

NDWI, AWI, AvgNDWI, NDVI, Calibration correction,
Dust extraction, Brightness temperature, Dust intensity,
Colorization, Band data extraction

2

Iterative calculation

AOT

3

Statistical analysis

AvgNDWI, Dust classification, Image segmentation

4

Neighborhood operation

Mosaic, Colorization, Visualization, Format conversion,
Geometric correction, Image segmentation, Neural
network classification

5

Frequency domain operation

FFT

4.2. Performance Evaluation
The general model of cloud computing proposed in this paper provides an algorithm model
for remote-sensing data processing on cloud computing platforms. These computing models offer
excellent programmability. Three typical models were chosen for these comparative experiments.
The performance comparative experiments were implemented on a desktop computer with a 4-core
CPU Intel Core i5 and a cloud computing platform using 10 Hadoop nodes with Intel Xeon. Our Hadoop
system consisted of 10 nodes linked by a Gigabit ethernet network, including 1 NameNode and 10
DataNodes, wherein the master node was the NameNode in addition to being a DataNode. In addition,
the configuration of each node was the same, and the details are as follows: CPU characteristics were
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU L5640 (24 cores), 2.27 GHz; memory was 32 GB.
Real-time data processing is highlighted as one of the key features for disaster tasks processing.
Using the MapReduce model not only achieve the efficiency of distributed parallel computing, but also
avoid the complex process of distributed deployment. On the one hand, real-time disaster-monitoring
has high requirements in the performance of data processing, and on the other hand, it also places
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high requirements on the programmability of the model. The MapReduce implementations offer
excellent programmability. This paper adopted SLOC (source lines of code) as a quantitative indicator
of programmability. Three typical disaster-monitoring models were experimented and implemented
Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW
14 of 18
using Java language, and Table 3 shows that programming without the MapReduce model requires
hundreds or thousands Table
of lines
of additional
code. disaster-monitoring models.
3. SLOC
of three typical
Table 3. SLOC of three typical disaster-monitoring models.

Models

Programs (with MR)

Models

Programs (without MR)

Programs (with MR)

Vegetable drought monitoring model

Programs (without MR)

156

Vegetable drought monitoring model
Dust
storm
Dust
stormmonitoring
monitoring model
model
AOT inversion model

782

156
324
324
219

AOT inversion model

782
2754
2754
2373

219

2373

To compare the experimental performance, speedup was selected as the performance comparison
To compare the experimental performance, speedup was selected as the performance
index. The speedup defined in Equation (1) refers to the ratio of the total running time in the cloud
comparison index. The speedup defined in Equation (1) refers to the ratio of the total running time
platform to the total running time in the stand-alone environment (configured as a 4-core CPU).
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In addition, we also performed another performance comparison experiment using these three
models. These experiments were achieved by increasing the amount of data by 2, 4, and 6 GB. Figure 4
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shows the processing time of the different disaster-monitoring models due to increasing the amount of
15 of 18
image data on the cloud computing environment.
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conclude
this paper implemented using cloud computing models achieved promising performance
improvements. From the results, it can be concluded that the various algorithms implemented using
the proposed cloud computing model show excellent scalability. In addition, the increase in
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that the proposed cloud computing models for remote-sensing image models demonstrated their
programmability and are suitable for most data-intensive disaster-monitoring algorithms.
5. Conclusions
As a new form of Internet technology service for disaster-monitoring applications, cloud computing
is a highly effective method for processing data-intensive computing. Based on computational
feature analysis, this paper analyzed and classified disaster-monitoring algorithms, and selected
the MapReduce model to process the disaster-monitoring algorithm in the current general cloud
computing model. The approach taken in this paper provides users with a simple and fast high-level
abstraction of cloud computing description method, and allows users to implement the distributed
design of disaster-monitoring application models and solve problems encountered in modeling, such
as difficulties in programming development and code reuse.
This study implemented typical disaster-monitoring application examples based on the prototype
system. This approach can be conveniently adopted by users, simplify the description and development
process of disaster-monitoring applications, and verify the correctness and ease of use of the
proposed method. Experiments have shown that implementing disaster-monitoring applications
with MapReduce and running them into the cloud is a good solution in terms of performance and
programmability. In the future, more disaster-monitoring models will be tested to verify that cloud
computing is the best choice, especially for real-time processing requirements.
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